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Gravity is just another downward force
Pulling everything but me today

I can see the people smile
Deep inside they really
Know they're feeling great, mmm

Flood is coming
Put the children all into the boat
And float them far away, mhmm

They won't miss their mommies
And they never really knew
Their daddies anyways
Yeah

Cuz this mean world
Ate itself alive
And spits it's bones

The water
Causing the rising of the tide
The plane is falling

So I'm cold and wet
And everyone is drowning
Down bellow and I can
Heard people scream for their lives

The world is underwater
But the children are fine
And I think they're gonna start it again
And do it right

It's nothing but the sound of laughing
Nothing but the sound of gentle breeze
Mmm

The boats are scattered all through the horizon
And I only thing I see is peace today
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I'm sitting on a lazy boric rider
That sad when old blind boys play

I'm just flying in my makeshift aircraft
Watching all the maddens fade away
Yeah yeah

Cuz this mean world
Ate itself alive
And spits it's bones

To the water
Causing the rising of the tide
The plane is falling

The scientists
Trying to make guilds
But know that they'll lie
But it was time for me to fly

So I'm cold and wet
And everyone is drowning
Down bellow and I can
Heard people scream for their lives

The world is underwater
But the children are fine
And I think they're gonna start it again
Do it right

Time would run out of clocks
And the doors will be unlocked
And the air will echo with this sound

The world will get along
And there will be no more problems
And I'll put my feet back on dry ground

Gravity is just another downward force
Allowing no one but me to fly

So I'm cold and wet
And everyone is drowning
Down bellow and I can
Heard people scream for their lives

The world is underwater
But the children are fine
And I think they're gonna start it again
I think they're gonna start it again
And do it right
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